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Dear reader,
Our team designs and builds a four-wheel driven electric race-car to
compete in the Formula Student competition. The team consists of 84
of the top students at the Delft University of Technology, with this team
we compete throughout the summer in Formula Student competitions
across Europe. Last year we competed in Formula Student East in Hungary, Formula Student Germany at the famous Hockenheimring and the
picturesque Circuit da Catalunya – the host venue of Formula Student
Spain. Around 600 universities compete in these competitions worldwide.
In these newsletters, we will update you on what our team has been doing this month. Within the present issue, you can find a few paragraphs
as well as photos about the first interest drink for DUT19, the Lenovo
partner day and the usual update on how production is progressing. We
hope you enjoy the read!
Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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Interest drink
On the 7th of March, we welcomed potential future members of the team at the D:DreamHall for this year’s first Interest Drink! Members of
the DUT18 team, but also members of previous
years’ teams were present to answer all of the students’ questions. Accompanied by a few beers, it was
the perfect occasion for them to ask us anything they
wanted, and it was great for us to share the experiences we’ve had in the team so far. It was also the opportunity for us to introduce them to the driverless
concept that our team will adopt next year: indeed,
not only will the DUT19 team design and construct a new car, but it will also implement driverless
technology on an already existing car of ours to compete in the Driverless parts of the next competitions!

If any students missed this event, they can always attend our second interest drink, which will take place
on the 2nd of June. After that, the interviews will
take place and the recruitment team will decide who
gets selected to be part of the DUT19 team.

During the drink, it was also possible for the interested students to try out the driving simulation that we had set up in the D:DreamHall.
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Testing
the tyres

March 19-20

A few weeks ago we got a unique and exciting opportunity: we tested our tyres! Now although
this may not seem like such a big deal, for us it is of
immeasurable value. As many will be aware we have
made use of custom Vredestein/Apollo tyres since
2014, with both size and compound being optimised
for our specific use. Although we’ve always been confident in the performance of our tyres, without validation of our simulations there is only so much we
can improve on the tyres. This is where the Bern University of Applied Sciences comes in. The Dynamic
Test Centre, located in Biel, provided us with the tools
necessary for gathering crucial tyre data, which were
gathered by students of the aforementioned university.

us to extract their maximum potential, it also sets a
baseline for future developments. On top of this our
Vehicle Dynamics department will now be able to
make optimal use of the unique capabilities we have
with tire development. Finally we would also like to
thank Formula Student Team Bern and their members, for their kind welcome, assistance in our research and the special workshop tour they provided!

Thanks to this data we can build our very own tyre
model, which is essentially a virtual copy of the tyre
which predicts its behaviour in a number of scenarios. Not only does this tyre model offer insight into
the performance of our current tyres, thus enabling
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AMK visit
This past month, two of our engineers were invited to the AMK headquarters is Kircheim unter Teck for
a course on how to properly and optimally utilize AMK
products in the DUT18. AMK is one of the world’s
leading companies specialized in electric drive technology, so naturally it was on offer we couldn’t refuse!
Our engineers got to participate in a two-day
course where they learned the specifics of working with the AMK Formula Student Electric Racing Kit. This kit has been used for multiple years
by Formula Student Team Delft, bringing us
numerous victories in events all over Europe.

two, our engineers enjoyed a detailed breakdown
on these upgrades and how we can use them to increase the performance of the DUT18 even further.
The lectures were followed by an engaging tour around
the assembly area, and the trip was rounded off with
a visit to the new workspace of Greenteam and Rennteam Stuttgart, where we got to meet some of their
engineers and discuss ideas about the implementation of the AMK racing kit in our respective cars. We
eagerly look forward to seeing them perform in the
summer!

Jan Körner, who was lecturing the course, gave us a
breakdown of the proper installation of the kit, the
do’s and don’ts when it comes to engineer and driver safety, and how to optimize the kit’s functionality.
This year, AMK has introduced several improvements to their product, making it more suitable for
the specific requirements of our racecar. On day
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Lenovo
Partnerday

March 21

On the 21st of March, four of our team
members represented the team at the Lenovo
Partnerday. After arriving at the amazing location by the water, we placed the DUT16 in the
stand which Lenovo designed for us specifically.
Right after our arrival a very exclusive lunch was
served, during which all partners arrived at the venue. During the day we talked to many of Lenovo’s
partners who were interested in our project. While
some of them had never heard about the Formula Student competitions, the partners that had also
showed interest in more technical aspects of the car.
It was very exciting to explain why the computers
provided by Lenovo are of such high value to our
team. Closing with an enlivening network drink, we
are looking back at a very successful day. We would
like to thank Lenovo for the invitation!
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Production
Update
This March has been incredibly busy
with the production of the DUT18. A lot of progress has been made from the last update, all the
production crews have been working hard to meet
the deadlines and get the car ready for the competitions! Big news from the chassis department: the
outer skin of the monocoque has been layered, laminated and cured; the inserts and the milled front
hoop were also placed in the chassis. At this moment, the metal honeycomb core is being layered
against the outer skin and the next step is layering
the inner skin. The production is proceeding well.
Other than making the inserts for the chassis, the
CNC crew has made most of the aerodynamics
moulds as well as the diffuser’s mould, which encountered some complications: the tools where too
short to reach all parts of the mould, so it was sectioned into three parts, and once CNC and sanding

were finished, it was glued together: the outcome was
perfect. Also, the Mechanical crew has made incredible progress by producing almost 70% of their parts!
The laminating crew is also busy, other than laminating
the chassis they’ve been handling the nose cone, headrest, controller casings for the accumulator and motor and finally the aerodynamics parts; in fact, all the
rear wing flap elements are finished and now are being
post-processed, the front wing is next. The accumulator
production well on its way, the moulds were back from
the painter and will now be laminated; the crew has
also started on the moulds for the second accumulator.
Finally, from the Electronics department: PCBs arrived and are being inspected and tested before being
put to use. Days are busy here at the D:DreamHall, but
if we keep up the good work, no doubt we’ll be able to
finish in time.
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We hope You have enjoyed reading our newsletter
and we’ll see you again next month!
Until that time, visit us on :

Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team

